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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain coiTect information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any waiTanty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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About This Guide 

This guide has been designed primarily for Laboratory supervisors 
and administrators who have responsibility for administrative tasks 
related to Contract Labor Workers. In this guide, you will fmd the 
processes for administering Contract Labor and the resources 
available to make you successful in carrying out your 
responSibilities. 

Although we have attempted to make this guide as comprehensive as 
possible, there will be items that we did not anticipate. Please 
forward any information or suggestions to the Human Resources · 
Contract Labor Coordinator or the Staffmg and Operations Manager 
for use in future revisions. 
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ACTION PERFORMED INDIVIDUAL PHONE 

BY 
Requesting Contract Labor: 
Clerical Placements 

o Determines salary level Division 
o Completes Contract Labor Assignment Form Contact 
o Contacts Agency 
o Fax completed Contract Labor Assignment Nancv Lau. 4008 

Form to the Guest Assistant Reception Center Fax 6169 

Technical/Professional Placements \, 

o Determines classification/pay Specialist Human Resources 
Staffing Unit 

o Completes Contract Labor Assignment Form Division 
o Fax completed Contract Labor Assignment Contact 

Form to the Contract Labor Coordinator 

o Contacts Agency Contract Shirlev Claire. 4521 

Labor Human Resources Fax 5870 
C'oorciinator 

Forms/Processing: 
o Entry/Sign up Guest Nancy Lau, 4008 

Assistant Reception Center 

o Guest ID Badge Badge Clerk Lynellen Watson, 4551 
Reception Center 

o Database/Extensions Termination Guest Nancy Lau, 4008 

Assistant Reception Center 

o Assignments Reclassifications/Extensions Division 
Terminations Contact 

o Time Card Processing Division 
Timekeeper & 
Accounting Desiree Elvira 7949 

C'lerk Accounts Pavable 
Contract Administration: 

o Program Administration Contract Shirley Claire, 4521 

o Problem Resolution Labor Human Resources 
o Approval of Exceptions and Reclassifications Coordinator 

o Program Manager Staffing and Christine Kurata, 7208 

Operations Human Resources .. 
Manager 

o Contract Administration Sr. Buver Jean Lawther, 4596 
Procurement 
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What is the Process? 

TIMETABLE 

TIMETABLE 

CLERICAL PLACEMENTS 

The contract established with the vendors requires the LBL authorized division 
contact to allow the primary agency at least 24 working hours to fill the order. If 
the order is not filled, the secondary agency may fill the order. The authorized 
division contact should send the Contract Labor Assignment Form to the Guest 
Assistant at least 4 working hours before the worker reports to the Reception 
Center. 

TECHNICAL & PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENTS 

The Authorized Division Contact should allow the HR Contract Labor Coordinator 
at least 24 hours to fill the order. There may be a delay in filling the order 
depending on the uniqueness and complexity of the duties and skills required. 
Resumes may be faxed by the agency directly to the supervisor. However, only the 
HR Contract Labor Coordinator or designated representative is authorized to make 
a job offer. When the order is filled, the Contract Labor Coordinator will confirm 
the name of the worker with the Authorized Division Contact and will send the 
Contract Labor Assignment Form to the Guest Assistant at least 4 working hours 
before the worker reports to the Reception Center. 
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2. Planning 
DO I NEED A 
CONTRACT 

WORKER? 

WHATCAN A 
CONTRACT 
WORKER DO FOR 
ME? 

Contract workers are temporary workers hired for a term of twelve (12) months or 
less. Contract workers are not LBL employees. They are employees of the agency. 
Contract workers may be beneficial in three routine situations: 

o A vacation, a leave or an extended illness, 

o Periodic short-term increases in work load beyond resources of regular staff, or 

o A special project for which staff lacks time, skills, or both. 

Plan for Extended Absences 

Assess your situation in advance. Decide which functions are vital to your 
operation and then consider how those functions might be better handled when the 
individual responsible for them is unavailable. Make sure that key procedures are 
documented fully enough to make it possible to carry work forward in the absence 
of the responsible individual. Such documentation will be invaluable in the event 
you bring in a contract worker. 

Consider the Alternatives 

In the event of an extended employee absence, can work assignments be 
reorganized to enable others to assume some of the tasks of the absent employee? 
If periodic increases in work-load occur frequently, do you need to budget for a 
part-time, on-call position in order to allow more flexibility in scheduling 
assignments? For a special, one-time project, is there anyone in your department 
who could be trained in the required skills? 

Contract labor agencies provide technical, professional or clerical workers for 
immediate short-term or extended-term employment. Under contract with LBL, the 
affiliated agencies screen individuals who can report for work on short notice and 
who are willing to work for limited periods of time. 

Ideally, the contract employee assigned to help your department requires minimal 
training and orientation before becoming productive. Of course, a detailed written 
description of how key tasks are performed facilitates successful use of contract 
labor. 
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Planning, continued 

WHAT IS THE 
STATUS OF THE 
CONTRACT 

WORKER? 

The contract worker is an employee of the contract labor agency, not of Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. Contract workers are paid by the agency which employs 
them. The agency is then paid by LBL. 

The employment agreement exists between the agency and the Laboratory, not 
between the contract worker and LBL. Because of this, no LBL employee 
privileges or rights are accrued by any contract worker (such as vacation or sick 
leave benefits). For the worker, this arrangement presents advantages in greater 
work flexibility. Contract workers have obligations to the contract labor agency to 
commit to a particular work schedule for the duration of the assignment and to be 
responsible about notifying the employer in advance of any anticipated problems 
with scheduling. At the same time, you, the supervisor, should be aware that 
contract workers may have other involvement's and responsibilities occasionally 
impinging on their availability. Those contract workers who are seeking regular 
employment, for example, may schedule interviews during work hours. Those 
contract workers who are students may need more time off during exams. If the 
position for which you are seeking temporary assistance requires that an individual 
be available full-time every day for the length of the appointment, be sure to 
establish this at the outset with the Contract Labor Coordinator, the agency, and the 
worker assigned to you. 
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3. Arranging for a Contract Worker 
. OBT AINJNG A 

CONTRACT 
WORKER 

ORIENTING A 
CONTRACT 
WORKER 

WHEN A 
CONTRACT 
WORKER 

DOESN'T COME 
TO WORK 

NEAR RELATIVES 
AND CONTRACT 
LABOR 
ASSIGNMENTS 

Clerical: The authorized division contact determines the appropriate classification 
based on the duties and skills that most closely match those in Section 6. Please 
note that clerical workers cannot be asked to lift or move heavy objects. It is 
important that the supervisor consider equity among other contract workers at 
the Laboratory when determining classification. Complete the Contract Labor 
Assignment Form and call or fax the request to the Primary clerical agency first. 
If the Primary agency cannot fill the order within 24 hours, you may contact the 
Secondary agency. Immediately after the agency assigns a worker, fax the form 
to #6169. If you have unresolved problems with the agencies, contact the HR 
Contract Labor Coordinator at ext. 4521. 

Technical & Professional: Only the HR Contract Labor Coordinator has 
authorization to place requests or make job offers with agencies to obtain 
Technical or Professional contract workers. The Staffing Specialist assigned to 

. your division will assist you in determining the· appropriate job classification 
and pay rate. Internal equity must be a primary consideration. After reviewing 
the assignment with your Staffing Specialist, complete Section I of the Contract 
Labo·r Assignment Form, attach a description of duties and skills needed for the 
assignment, and fax the form to #5870. 

Upon arrival at LBL, the contract worker reports to Bldg. 65. The HR Guest 
Assistant gives the new contract labor workers information and handouts listed in 
Section 7. The contract worker must view the 17 -minute "Hazards Alert" video. In 
addition, Supervisors should inform the worker of rules and regulations specifically 
related to their department and include a departmental safety orientation. If the 
worker will be at LBL longer than one month, the worker must attend the 
Introduction to Environment Health & Safety training course. 

The supervisor should obtain the worker's home phone number for future reference, 
and instruct the worker to phone the supervisor in the event he/she cannot report to 
work. If the contract worker has notified the agency that he/she will not be corning 
to work, the agency will notify the supervisor immediately of any problem or 
proposed solution. If on any occasion the supervisor has not been contacted by the 
agency or the absentee worker, the supervisor should contact the HR Guest 
Assistant at ext. 4008. 

Consistent with RPM 201.3 regulating the employment of near relatives, contract 
labor may not be assigned without the approval of the HR Department and the 
Laboratory Director or designee in the following situations: 1) there is a supervisory 
relationship, 2) the near relative has the same immediate supervisor, or 3) there is a 
close working relationship with a near relative. Near relatives are defined as 
parents, children, spouses, brothers or sisters, and in-laws and step-relatives in 
these relationships. 
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Arranging for a Contract Worker, continued 

EXTENDING A 
CONTRACT 
WORKER 

RECLASSIFYING 
OR INCREASING 
PAY RATE 

To extend a contract worker, fill out a Contract Labor Action Form (CLAF), and 
fax the form to the Guest Assistant at #6169. 
Notes: The Effective date requested on the CLAF is the same as the termination 

date of the current assignment. 
The Start Date is the first day of the contract worker's employment at LBL. 
The Last Extension Date is the first day of the last extension period. Enter a 
Last Extension Date if the contract worker was previously extended. 
The Proposed Termination Date is the last day on which you anticipate that 
the contract worker's services will be needed. Enter a date no more than 
(12) months beyond the effective date. A justification statement for the 
extension must be written in the remarks section. 

Classification or pay rate changes are initiated by the Division on a Contract Labor 
Action Form. Internal equity must always be the first consideration. Salary 
increases should be based on 1) legitimate change in duties and responsibilities 
and/or 2) as a reward for meeting or exceeding performance expectations, and only 
after the completion of the project, or after approximately one year. Technical and 
Professional contract workers may receive a four-:six percent increase for 
outstanding performance. Refer to your Staffing Specialist for consultation. A 
justification statement must appear in the remarks section of the form before the 
change is faxed to #5870 for approval. 
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TERMINATING A 
CONTRACT 
WORKER 

The Laboratory makes no commitment to the ongoing employment of any contract 
worker. A worker may be terminated at any point, with or without cause. 
Personnel determined to be unsatisfactory within the first four hours may be 
dismissed at no cost to LBL. A supervisor is not required to apply progressive 
discipline (verbal warning, letter of warning, suspension, etc.). If a contract 
worker's performance, attendance or conduct is unsatisfactory, contact the Contract 
Labor Coordinator and/or,the agency immediately. When an employee does prove 
unsatisfactory, the termination code becomes very important. A list of terminated 
contract workers and their reasons for termination are maintained by the Contract 
Labor Coordinator and Guest Assistant. 

A terminating CLAF must be completed and faxed to #6169 by the Authorized 
Division Contact no later than the scheduled termination date. The CLAF ensures 
that contract labor agencies bill only for services rendered. All identification cards, 
film badges, keys and parking permits must be returned. The Division that initiated 
the appointment of the contract worker holds responsibility for collecting and 
returning all LBL property to the issuing office or unit. 

Always include a, reason code on the CLAF. Reason codes are: 

E = End of assignment 
R = Resigned before end of assignment 
L = Lacks essential skills 
P = Performance problems 
A = Attendance problems 

) 
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4. Costs and Salaries 

COST OF 
CONTRACT 
LABOR 

AGENCY 
SURCHARGE 

PAY RATE/ 
SALARY RANGES 

Professional employees will be paid at a rate established by converting the base 
monthly rate for their position to an hourly base rate. This is done by dividing the 
monthly rate by 174. Professional individuals are to be paid only straight time for 
hours worked, including hours in excess of forty hours per week. 

Technical and Clerical individuals will be paid at the overtime rate for time 
worked in excess of forty hours per week or eight hours per day with prior approval 
by the Division Director, Division Administrator, or Department Head. The hourly 
billing rate for the services of a contract worker shall be computed as follows: 

Straight Time Billing Rate = [individual's base hourly pay rate] x [1 +seller's 
surcharge rate] 

Overtime Billing Rate = [individual's base hourly pay rate] x [1.5] x [1 + 
seller's overtime surcharge rate] 

The contract labor agency issues a paycheck to the contract worker for the hourly 
wage plus a health and welfare stipend. The agency bills LBL for the hourly wage, 
the stipend, administrative costs and agency profit. These billing costs above the 
hourly rate are included in the agency surcharge. The agency surcharge percentage 
is dependent upon the classification and is adjusted whenever contracts between 
LBL and the agencies are renewed or reassigned. A list of agencies, surcharge 
rates, and contract expiration dates may be obtained from the Contract Labor 
Coordinator at ext. 4521. 

Clerical Contract Workers 

LBL has established a classification structure with a set hourly wage rate for each 
level of clerical contract worker. For these classifications, the Human Resources 
Department periodically adjusts salaries consistent with the Department of Labor 
guidelines under the Contract Services Act. A complete description of this 
classification system is included in Section 6. 

Technical/Service/Professional Contract Workers 

Technical, service; or professional contract worker classifications are generally set 
at or below the classification and salary range midpoint of LBL employees doing 
similar work. Contract workers may not be compensated at a rate lower than wages 
established by Department of Labor Guidelines. 
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Costs and Salaries, continued 

HEALTH AND 
WELFARE 
STIPEND 

BENEFITS 

Clerical and Technical contract workers receive an hourly stipend above the wage 
rate in lieu of benefits. Most of the cost of the following benefits become part of 
the surcharge borne by the Laboratory. State and federal regulations require: 

o Workers' Compensation (paid by agency) 

o State Disability Insurance (paid by agency) 

o Social Security (paid by agency and employee) 

Benefits available to Clerical and Technical contract workers as required by state 
and federal regulations include: 

o Paid Holidays: Ten (10) holidays per year, determined by DOL minimum 
requirements, paid by the Laboratory, if on assignment through the end of 
the holiday period. The Laboratory will designate eligible holidays. 

o Paid Vacation: Determined by DOL minimum requirements, paid by the 
agency. 
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5. Time Reporting 

TIMECARDS For contract labor time reporting, the Laboratory's contract labor timecard must be 
completed. Agency timecards are not acceptable. The Laboratory's timecard is 
used by the contract labor agencies to pay the individual's earned wages as well as 
to bill the Laboratory for the employee's time. 

CFO/Accounting and Financial Management's (CFO/AFM) Accounts Payable Unit 
uses the timecard to update the Contract Labor System and to determine the cost 
account and, when applicable, the job number to be charged. Based on the updates, 
contract labor reports are generated. These reports are used to verify the 
correctness of invoices from the agencies before payments are made. 

CERTIFICATION The contract labor timecard has two signature spaces -- guest and supervisor. Both 
OF TIMECARDS the guest and the supervisor must sign the timecard. Initials are not acceptable. If 

a timecard does not have both signatures, CFO/ AFM Accounts Payable will send a 
copy of this timecard to the Division or department for signature(s). No payment to 
the agency will be made until the signed copy has been returned to CFO/ AFM 
Accounts Payable. 

Each supervisor is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the timecard. 
The agency has been instructed to contact the supervisor with questions about 
timecards. This includes verification of hours worked and authorization of 
overtime. The agency will have the supervisor's name and telephone extension 
from the Contract Labor Assignment Form. 

DISTRmUTION OF LBL Contract Labor timecards can be obtained from Accounts Payable, x7949. 
TIMECARDS 

The four parts of the timecard are to be distributed as follows: 

o The supervisor, after signing the timecard, is responsible for forwarding the 
original directly to the designated Division/Department timeke~per or to 
Accounts Payable, Building 936B, no later than the first workday of the week 
for work performed the previous week. Under no circumstances should the. 
original be returned to the contract worker after the supervisor has signed it. 

o The second copy is returned to the contract worker who will forward it to the 
contract labor agency. The contract labor agency will pay the worker based on 
the second copy only. If original timecards are received by the contract labor 
agency, they must be returned to the Division. 

o The third copy is given to the contract worker for his or her records. 

o The fourth copy is for division or department files. 

11 



Time Reporting, continued 
COMPLETING 
TIMECARDS General information required to complete timecards (Figure 1): 

o purchase order number 
o guest name 
o guest number 
o payroll account number 
o week ending date (Saturday) 
o cost account number 
o paid holidays (cost account #3560-91, clerical and technical only) 

HOURS WORKED Contract labor programs do not allow for one-fourth time-reporting. Time must 
be reported to the nearest one-tenth hour, (e.g., 6 minutes= 0.1; 
12 minutes= 0.2, etc.) (Figure 2) · 

TIME 
REPORTING The following codes are used for time-reporting entries: 
ENTRIES 

Shifts 0 Regular day shift 1 

0 4:00pm - Midnight 2* 

0 Midnight - 8:00 am 3* 

Holiday H 

Vacation v 

Leave Without Pay (LWOP) X 

*If no code is entered, the regular day shift (1) will apply. 
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Time Reporting, continued 

REGULAR AND 
OVERTIME 

The two boxes labeled Regular and Overtime are an important part of the timecard. 
These boxes must reflect accurately all compensable time for the pay period. 
Overtime hours must be entered in the shaded portion marked Overtime (Figure 3). 

All overtime for clerical and technical contract workers must have prior approval by 
the Department Head, Division Administrator or Division Director . 

The following overtime provisions are applicable to employees 18 years of age or 
over and to employees 16 or 17 years of age who are not required by law to attend 
school: such employees shall not be employed more than eight (8) hours in any 
workday or more than 40 hours in any work week unless the employee receives one 
and one-half (1-.1/2) time such employee's regular rate of pay for all hours worked 
more than 40 hours in any work week. Employment beyond eight (8) hours in any 
workday or more than six (6) days in any work week is permissible provided the 
employee is compensated for such overtime at not less than: 

o "One and one-half (1-112) times the employee's regular rate of pay for all 
hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours up to and including 12 hours in 
any workday, and for the first eight (8) horirs worked on the seventh (7th) 
day of work; and 

o Double the employee's regular rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of 
12 hours in any workday and for all hours worked in excess of eight (8) 
hours on the seventh (7th) day of work in any work week." 
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Time Reporting. continued 

HOLIDAYS 

HOLIDAY PAY 

FOR PART-TIME 
INDIVIDUALS 

VACATION 

Clerical or Technical contract workers (scheduled 20 hours/week or more) whose 
regular day off falls on a Laboratory holiday receives holiday pay. Contract 
workers need not work the day before and the day after a holiday to be eligible for 
the holiday pay. To be eligible for holiday pay, contract personnel need only be 
placed at LBL through the date of the holiday. (Figure 4) Use the table below and 
the week in which the holiday occurs to calculate holiday pay for part-time contract 
workers. 

Work Week with I Holiday Work Week with 2 Holidays 
Hours Worked Holiday Pay Hours Worked )Holiday Pay 
Under 3.25 None Under 2.5 None 
3.5 - 5.25 1 2.75- 3.25 2 
5.5 - 9.25 2 3.5 -6.25 4 
9.5 - 13.25 3 6.5 -9.25 6 
13.5- 17.25 4 9.5 - 12.25 8 
17.5 -21.25 5 12.5- 15.25 10 
21.5 -25.25 6 15.5 - 18.25 12 
25.5 -29.75 7 18.5 - 21.25 14· 
29.5 or more 8 21.5 or more 16 

The Contract Labor Coordinator distributes the list of 10 paid holidays for contract 
workers annually. 

Enter holiday hours as follows: 

o For full-time workers, enter "8H" in the white section. If the employee 
works any holiday hours, enter those hours on the day in the shaded yellow 
Overtime section of the day worked and also in the Totals column (Figure 5). 

o For part-time workers (20 hours/week or more), enter calculated hours, using 
chart above, in the white section ( 4H). If the employee works any holiday 
hours, enter those hours in the shaded yellow Overtime section of the day 
worked and also in the Totals colulnn (Figure 6). 

Clerical and Technical contract workers earn vacation in accordance with their 
agency's policy and DOL requirements. LBL does not pay vacation to contract 
workers. Advance vacation is not authorized and any unearned vacation taken or 
charged by the contract workers will be without pay. 

Do not record vacation hours as part of the total number of hours worked. Make a 
notation on the left side of the timecard (Figure 7) .. The reason for this procedure is 
that vacation hours are not part of the agency's billing rate and are not charged to 
LBL. 

LEAVE WITHOUT Other absences for reasons not stated above are to be treated as leave without pay. 
PAY Enter an "X" on the day the leave occurred. 
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Time Reporting, continued 

ADJUSTMENTS 
TO A PRIOR 
WEEK 

Call the agency the same day you discover the error. 

Using a blank timecard, code the paid hours the same as before, but add parenthesis 
around the errors, and change the totals to reflect the correction. Write "corrected 
time card" on it. Both timecards must have the worker and Supervisor's signatures. 
(Figure 8) 
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6. Clerical Classifications and Pay Rates 
800.1 FILE CLERK I 

$8.00/hour 

800.2 RECEPTIONIST 
$9.10/hour 

800.3 ACCOUNTING 
CLERK 
$10.35/hour 

800.4 SECRETARY I 
$10.50/hour 

800.5 SECRETARY II 
$11.75/hour 

800.6 WORD 
PROCESSOR II 
$12.50/hour 

Under close supervision, perform limited miscellaneous work: 
o sorts, files, and maintains material 
o lists & records material 
o locates and forwards material 
o verifies data 
o operates simple office equipment (copier, fax, mail equipment) 
o prepares bulk mailings 
o stuffs envelopes/affixes labels 
o runs errands 

Perform routine clerical duties, usually at the reception desk: 
o greets & refers visitors 
o answers telephone, takes & refers messages 
o makes appointments & schedules meetings 
o opens & distributes mail 
o typing, word-processing, or data entry of routine material 

Perform a variety of routine to moderately difficult accounting tasks 
independent! y: 

o examine, verify, and correct accounting transactions 
o ensure completeness and accuracy of data 
o totaling, balancing, and reconciling collection vouchers 
o posting data to transaction sheets 
o coding documents in accordance with a chart of accounts 
o may require a basic knowledge of an automated accounting 

s stem 
Perform general, recurring· secretarial duties independently: 

o supervisor provides specific instructions on new assignments 
o establishes & maintains files, office supplies & equipment 
o prepares correspondence & reports using a computer/word 

processor 
o may include all duties of Receptionist 

Perform complex secretarial duties independently: 
o handles differing situations, problems, and deviations in 

procedures 
o supervisor may direct special assignments 
o prepare and may sign general correspondence 
o schedules, may attend and report on meetings 
o reviews outgoing materials and correspondence for accuracy and 

clarity 
o collects information from various sources for reports 
o coordinates reports and forms for processing 
o prepares correspondence & reports using a computer/word 

processor 
Provides complex system support independently: 

o uses multiple software programs on computer equipment 
o set up, maintain and manipulate databases 
o set up tracking systems 
o create spreadsheets, tables, graphics, and charts 
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Clerical Classifications and Pay Rates, continued 

CLERICAL CONTRACT 

LABOR AGENCIES 

The following agencies have been awarded exclusive contracts for the purposes of obtaining clerical 
contract labor personnel for the noted contract period. "Primary", "Secondary", etc., refers to the order 
in calling agencies to request individuals in a particular category. If the Primary agency listed fails to 
provide suitable individuals within a reasonable time period (24 hrs.), the Secondary agency should be 
contacted. 

1. 

2. 

Agency Calling Order 

Kelly Temporary Services Primary 
219 Professional Bldg. P.O. #3523800 
El Cerrito, CA 94539 28.1% Surcharge 
746-1450 FAX# 746-1469 Ex12ire~ 6L3QL95 
Contact: Lisa Swaugor 

Bay Personnel Secondary 
2030 Franklin St. #700 P.O. #3523900 
Oakland, CA 94612 31.6% Surcharge 
893-6555 FAX# 800/999-1116 Ex12ires 6L3QL95 
Contact: Elsie 1Yfimmitt 

If suitable individuals cannot be provided, call the Contract 
Labor Coordinator at extension 4521. 
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7. Forms and Handouts 

Forms: 

Access Instructions for Electronic Contract Labor Action Forms 

Contract Labor Assignment Form 

Contract Labor Action Form 

LBL Environment, Health and Safety Work Agreement 

Medical Information for Contract Labor Personnel 

UC Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Patent Agreement 

Computer Security Form 

LBL Guest Identification Card 

Handouts: 

Information For Contract Labor Workers 

Computer Security Form 

LBLMap 

LBL Shuttle Bus Routes 

Commute Options at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Use of Official Vehicles Policy 

Policy on Substance Abuse in the Workplace 

EH&S Orientation Schedule 

EH&S Handbook for Subcontractors and Visitors 

Policy on Sexual Harassment 

Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Policy 
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Overview 

Introduction 

General 

Required 
Equipment 

ELECTRONIC CONTRACT LABOR FORMS 

This packet contains information regarding the new: 

• Contract Labor Assignment Form 
• Contract Labor Action Form 

We have created a File Maker Pro template to produce the Contract Labor 
Assignment and Contract Labor Action forms. 

The forms are designed to: 

• guide you by providing specific fields for data 
• auto.., lookup information based on other data. For example: 

- job classification 
agency name, address, and phone 
purchase order number 

The following table shows hardware and software requirements to use the 
templates. 

If you have a ... Then you need ... 

Macintosh FileMaker Pro 2.0 

IBM-PC compatible Microsoft Windows and FileMaker Pro 2.0 

~ Human Resources Department 1/95 



How to Access the Templates 

Introduction 

Macintosh 
Users 

In order to use the new Contract Labor Assignment and Contract Labor Action 
form templates, you must obtain a copy for your computer. This section 
describes how to obtain your copy. 

The following procedure describes how to obtain the templates over the 
Macintosh network. 

Step Action Result 
1 Select the "Chooser" from the The Chooser window will open. 

Apple ... , menu. 

2 In the upper left area of the The right side of the window will 
window, put the mouse pointer on change to "Select a file server" 
the "AppleShare" icon and click and a list of file servers will 
once. appear. 

3 In the lower left area of the "LBL-Servers" will become 
window, scroll down to the "LBL- highlighted. Under "Select a file 
Servers" zone. Put the mouse server" a new list of file servers 
pointer on "LBL-Servers" and will appear. 
click once. 

4 Under "Select a file server", scroll "WKSG Server" will become 
down to "WKSG Server". Put the highlighted and the "OK" button 
mouse pointer on "WKSG Server" will tum from grey to black. 
and click once. 

5 Click once on the "OK" button. A dialog box saying "Connect to 
the file server WKSG Server as:" 
will appear. 

6 Click once on the radio button The radio button will darken. 
marked "Guest". 

7 Click the "OK" button. The "WKSG Server" dialog box 
will appear saying "select the 
items you want to use." 

8 Click once on "Public Access." "Public Access" will become 
(Don't click the check box) highlighted. 

9 Click once on the "OK" button. A dialog box saying "Welcome to 
the Workstation Group server ... " 
will appear 

10 Click once on the "OK" button. Your Macintosh will mount the 
volume "Public Access". It will 
appear on your "Desktop." 

Continued on next page 
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How to Access the Templates (continued) 

Macintosh 
Users 
(continued) 

ffiM-PC 
Compatible 
Users 

11 Click once in the small box in the The "Chooser" window will 
upper left hand comer of the disappear. 
"Chooser" window. 

12 On your Macintosh "desktop", The "Public Access" icon will 
double-click on the "Public open a new window showing you 
Access" icon. the files inside. 

13 Find the folder called "LBL The "LBL Forms" folder will 
Forms" and double-click. open. 

14 Find the folder called "Contract The required files will be copied 
Labor 1195". Click and drag the to your hard disk. 
folder to your hard disk icon 

15 Click once in the small box in the The "LBL Forms" window will 
upper left hand comer of the disappear. 
"LBL Forms" window. 

16 Click once in the small box in the The "Public Access" window will 
upper left hand comer of the disappear. 
"Public Access" window. 

17 Click and drag the "Public Your Macintosh will disconnect 
Access" icon into the trash can. from the file server. 

If you use an IBM-PC Compatible, you should contact Human Resources 
Information Systems at extension 6032 for a diskette. 

~ Human Resources Department 1195 
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